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Effect of quality factors in Capability Maturity Model
Integration with Six Sigma and Agile Manufacturing
approaches using fuzzy AHP (A case of
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Abstract— The quality is one of the most important issues
that organizations attend to use its different models to reach the
continuous improvement. To achieve the quality and continuous
improvement, a general model is required to provides accretion
from old and new models. On the other hand, receiving agile
manufacturing is one of the most important objects of
automotive parts manufacturer companies. In this research, a
unified model of quality techniques is presented with agile
manufacturing approach and to reach the quality
simultaneously. Therefore, the effective factors on quality are
measured through the proposed model to determine its
efficiency in automotive parts manufacturer companies. To this
purpose, a questionnaire is designed with four main quality
factors. To analyze the results, fuzzy AHP is used. All three
mentioned models in the questionnaire are questioned and
results show that the effectiveness of quality factors in CMMI
model is 19.7%, six-sigma technique is 17.5%, and CMMI with
six sigma and agile manufacturing (CбAMI) is 66.6%.
Prioritizing quality factors is determined with their importance
coefficient (organizing (36%), evaluation and feedback (36%),
employees(16%) and systems and techniques (13%)).
Index Terms— Capability Maturity Model Integration
(CMMI), Six Sigma Model, Agile Manufacturing, Fuzzy AHP .

I. INTRODUCTION
In the today competitive world, quality plays an
important role in organizations. To create agile
manufacturing, organizations need to reach customers
satisfaction with products flexibility simultaneously [1-3].
Moreover agile manufacturing is required because of its
attention to the customer’s satisfaction, changes in market,
organization information and science and flexibility of
process for producing product in automotive parts
manufacturer companies [4-5]. In the software industry, a
technique appeared that unified the previous techniques
[6-11]. This technique is tested in produce and service
section (especially in automotive parts manufacturer
industry) and is improved and spread in recent years. This
technique is named CMMI model [12]. On the other hand,
six sigma is one of the quality techniques in automotive

parts manufacturer industry that is used most [13-16]. So,
for testing models efficiency we used quality factors.
Because customer’s satisfaction has a great effect on
organizations and there is a relation between quality and
customer’s satisfaction [17].
II. TELLING THE ISSUE
Automotive parts manufacturer companies needed
unifying in organization to provide quality and reach to the
agile manufacturing to destroy the distances in organization
processes and have more quality and with providing quality,
also reach to the agile manufacturing simultaneously.
Therefore, in this study, it is tried to present a model that
includes unifying between quality techniques and also can
reach the agile manufacturing. Therefore, a model has been
presented, which involves all three traits. To evaluate the
efficiency of this model, quality factors and sub factors were
determined and have evaluated for three models. In this
research, 4 quality factors (organizing, systems and
techniques, evaluating, feedback, and employees) have been
determined and some sub factors have been determined for
each to determine the efficiency more accurate. Then with
using fuzzy AHP the importance of each model and factor
was determined and the efficiency of each model in
providing quality and continuous beneficiary was
determined.
III. REVIEWING THE LITERATURE OF ISSUE
Six-sigma is a mix up of quality management and system
engineering. The six sigma’s philosophy is based on reducing
swings and changes. It is said that six sigma is a regulate effort
that closely evaluate the frequently processes of organizations
in designing products, providers function, serving services,
and others sections [18]. Six-sigma includes 5 steps (figure 1).
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Figure 1: summery of Six Sigma steps [18]
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On the other hand, today more than any other time,
companies have considered the delivery of better, faster and
cheaper products and try to move to the agile
manufacturing[12,19-20]. For this matter the CMMI model,
suggests buying some product parts provided by suppliers or
organization. Therefore, all components will be gathered and
assembled in the final product [6]. The problems of these
organizations include the solution of importing the wide
economic organization (investors) that need a unified method
such as CMMI. The management effect and organization

stocks for prosperity in trade, is sure and evident. In fact,
these are organizations that need a solution for managing their
improvement actions as provide a part of their trade goals.
Most methods for improvement concentrate on a special part
of trade and don’t perform a systemic method for problems
[12]. CMMI provides a chance for avoiding these setbacks
and involves best ways that are: using actions for improving
products as cover understandings of delivery and maintaining
products in whole of product lifecycle [9-12]. As shown in
figure 2, CMMI has 4 classifications in 22 areas.

Figure 2: classification and process areas in Capacity Maturity Model Integration [12]

IV. PRESENTING CMMI MODEL WITH SIX SIGMA AND AGILE
MANUFACTURING APPROACHES

According to the past researches in the literature
[6,9-12,21], a model has been represented that could have
unifying for six sigma technique and organization ability
mature unifying model. Therefore, special methods and

process areas from CMMI model have breakdown in
six-sigma steps. For performing each step of six sigma’s steps,
the process areas and methods of CMMI model can be used
and six-sigma’s steps can be performed to achieve more
efficiently for leading processes. Each process area can be
assumed as a project for six sigma and manage it[21].
Therefore, for unifying quality models, represented model in
figure 3 is suggested.

Figure 3: Proposal model of CMMI with approach Six Sigma and Agile Manufacturing

V. PROCEDURES AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGE
The research has been performed in 5 steps:
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Step 1: identifying quality management factors and sub
factors: using performed researches in this case, generally 4
factors and 16 sub factors have been identified[22].
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questionnaire was a mix up of three questionnaire for three
models (CMMI model, six sigma model, CMMI model with
six sigma and agile manufacturing approaches) and using
SPSS software gave us the Cronbach’s alpha number
between (0.735, 0.811) that emphasis on inner parallelism and
unifying people’s answers with all factors of
questionnaire[23].At the end, the average of sub factor’s
points of each factor, characterized the factor’s point.
Step 5: appointment the final priorities for quality
improvement: because if the factor’s weigh is more, will be
in higher priority, also points should be like this. For
unifying this operation, the environment of excel software is
used. Calculations of fuzzy AHP group for gradation and
appointment importance coefficient were don with phase
AHP [24-25].( the explanation information of participant
team has been shown in table 1).

Step 2: proportioning the factors and sub factors: factors
and sub factors have been studied with Delphi model and
decision team comments. At the end, collective aggregation
was get at first step and collecting the comments of Delphi
panel members was not necessary in next level.( the available
questionnaire was prefabricate model).
Step 3: evaluating the importance of elements with fuzzy
group AHP and normalized weigh designation to each factor:
the decision team represented their comments about each
even comparison in seven-point Likret spectrum from
negative effect to great effect. Also each number of this
spectrum based on the triangle rule could be explanatory of
three numbers. For example number 2 is explanatory of three
numbers (0.5, 1, 1.5) in calculations.
Step 4: because of specialty of questionnaire, it was given
to 9 experts of car industry and management. this

Table 1: Descriptive information about team participants in the questionnaire
First org

Second org

third org

4th org

5th org

6th org

7th org

8th org

9th org

organizational status
work experience

15 ages

Senior management



Quality management

27 ages

40 ages

20 ages

17 ages

18 ages

19 ages

8 ages

7 ages

















Type of production
Exporter



Importer
Consulting services






















VI. EVALUATING OF MODEL, QUALITY FACTORS
Feedback and employees). Each of these factors has sub
A. Identifying Quality Factors and Sub factors:
factors that are shown in table 2.
Identifying quality factors and sub factors: with
considering effective elements on quality, 4 factors have been
introduced (Organizing, systems and techniques, evaluation,
Table 2: variables and sub-variables in quality
organizing

systems and techniques

evaluation and feedback

employees

Commitment of senior

Focus on the Customer

Reward

training

management
Management and Leadership

Continuous Improvement

Communications

Teamwork

Landscape

Supplier management

Performance Evaluation

Employee participation

Strategic Planning

Process management and quality

Institutional constraints

Product Design

assurance

one’s alpha was calculated separate). Then the information
analyzing was done in forward.

B. Final Stage
A prefabricate questionnaire from quality techniques
(including three questionnaire) was given to 9 experts and
managers in producing car’s.

A. The even comparisons
This system of triangle fuzzy numbers is used for even
comparisons. With 1/9 to 9 hours spectrum we can have even
comparison matrix as triangle numbers. In this step, the

VII. ANALYZING FOUNDS WITH FUZZY AHP
The durability of questionnaire was calculated with
SPSS software and Cronbach’s alpha achieved between
(0.735, 0.811) (there were three questionnaires that each
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decision maker tells his prefers with even comparisons
of each level factors than higher level factors in fuzzy model.
As the even comparisons matrix of scales than each other
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from decision maker perspective (all of them) is shown in
table 4.
Table 3: even comparisons matrix of scales than each other in
decision maker perspective(all of them)
Criteria

organizing

systems and
techniques

evaluation
and feedback

employees

organizing
systems
and
techniques

(5,6,7)

(7,8,9)

(1,1,1)

(1,1,1)

(5,6,7)

(7,8,9)

(1,1,1)

(1,1,1)

evaluation
and
feedback

(2,3,4)

(1,1,1)

(1/9,1/8,1/7)

(1/9,1/8,1/7)

employees

(1,1,1)

(1/4,1/3,1/2)

(1/7,1/6,1/5)

(1/7,1/6,1/5)

The tables of even comparisons of quality than each factor
in decision maker perspective are shown in tables 4-7.
Table 4: even comparisons matrix of quality than organizing
scale from decision maker perspective.
organizing
CMMI
Six
CбAMI
Sigma
model
CMMI
)1/3,1/2,1(
)1,1,1(
(1,1,1)
Six Sigma
)1/4,1/3,1/2(
(1,1,1)
(1,1,1)
CбAMI model
(1,1,1)
(2,3,4)
(1,2,3)
Table 5: even comparisons matrix of quality than systems and
techniques scale from decision maker perspective.
systems and
CMMI
Six
CбAMI
techniques
Sigma
model
CMMI
(1/4,1/3,1)
(1,1,1)
(1,1,1)
Six Sigma
(1/4,1/3,1)
(1,1,1)
(1,1,1)
CбAMI model
(1,1,1)
(1,3,4)
(1,3,4)
Table 6: even comparisons matrix of quality than evaluation
and feedback scale from decision maker perspective.
evaluation
CMMI
Six
CбAMI
and
Sigma
model
feedback
CMMI
Six Sigma
CбAMI
model

(1/3,1/2,1)
(1/4,1/2,1)
(1,1,1)

(1,2,3)
(1,1,1)
(1,2,4)

(1,1,1)
(1/3,1/2,1)
(1,2,3)

Table 7: even comparisons matrix of quality than employees
scale from decision maker perspective.
employees
CMMI
Six Sigma
CбAMI
model
CMMI
(1/4,1/3,1/2) (1/3,1/2,1
(1,1,1)
)
Six Sigma
(1,1,1)
(1,1,1)
(1,2,3)
CбAMI model
(1,1,1)
(1,1,1)
(2,3,4)

Then based on equation 1:
SK=
*[
](2)
S1=(14,16,18)* (0.023,0.026,0.03)=(0.32,0.41,0.54)
S2=(14,16,18)* (0.023,0.026,0.03)=(0.32,0.41,0.54)
S3=(3.22,4.25,5.28)* (0.023,0.026,0.03)=(0.07,0.11,0.16)
S4=(1.59,1.66,1.84)*
(0.023,0.026,0.03)=(0.036,0.043,0.034)
Then amplitude of [V(Si>Sk)] of each above factors on
other factors should be calculated on other factors. For
amplitude of S1 on S3 there is no need to calculate because
m1=0.41>m3=0.11 and this means that V(S1>S3)=1.
Therefore:
V(S1 S2)=1
1)=1
V(S2 S3)=1

V(S1 S3)=1
V(S2 S4)=1

V(S1 S4)=1

V(S2

S-

V(S3 S4)=1

V(S3 S1)=

(3)

V(S3 S2)=
V(S4 S1)=
V(S4 S2)=
V(S4 S3)=
Also for calculating the amplitude of one Si on other Si:
V(S1 S2,S3,S4)=Min (1,1,1)=
(4)
V(S2 S1,S3,S4)=Min (1,1,1)=1
V(S3 S1,S2,S4)=Min (1,0.35,0.35)=0.35
V(S4 S1,S2,S3)=Min (0.44,0.44,0.35)=0.44
These numbers show the abnormal weigh of x1,x2,x3,x4
indicators.
=(1,1,0.35,0.44)
(5)
Based on the equation (6), the quantity of normal weighs
of x1,x2,x3,x4 will be calculated :
(6)

W=(0.36,0.36,0.13,0.16)

Also for organizing table based on above equations we
have:
[
]-1=(8.58,10.88,13.5)-1=(0.074,0.092,0.12)
(1)
Then:
SK=
*[
]-1
(2)
S1=(2.33,2.5,3)* (0.074,0.092,0.12)=(0.17,0.23,0.36)
S2=(2.25,2.33,2.5)* (0.074,0.092,0.12)=(0.17,0.21,0.3)
S3=(4,6,8)* (0.074,0.092,0.12)=(0.29,0.55,0.96)
Then we amplitude of [V(Si>Sk)] of each above factors
should be calculated on other factors. Therefore:
V(S1 S2)=1

V(S3 S1)=1

V(S3 S2)=1

V(S1 S3)=

(3)

V(S2 S1)=
VIII. GRADATIONS IN FUZZY AHP
In this step, with definitions and understandings of fuzzy
AHP, the coefficient of each even comparisons matrix will
calculate. So, for calculating Sk :
[

]-1= (32.81,37.91,43.12)-1=(0.023,0.026,0.03)
(1)
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V(S2 S3)=
Also for calculating the amplitude of one Si on other Si :
V(S1 S2,S3)=Min (1,0.16)=0.16
(4)
V(S2 S1,S3)=Min (0.87,0.03)= 0.03
V(S3 S1,S2)=Min (1,1)=1
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These values show the abnormal weigh of x1,x2,x3,x4
indicators.
=(0.16,0.03,1)t
: (5)
Based on the (equation (6)) the quantity of normal weighs
of x1,x2,x3,x4 will be calculated :
(6)

W= (0.13,0.025,0.84)

All of the above steps are done for evaluation and
feedback, systems and techniques, and employees and will
enter to the following table. After using the weighs in the
main line, the importance coefficient of each option will be
calculated. Importance coefficient of capacity mature unified
model, six sigma and represented model (CбAMI) have been
shown in table 8.
Table 8: importance coefficients of capacity mature unified
model, six sigma and new model
Criteria

Organizin
g
0.36

represente
d model

represe
nted
model

REFERENCES
[1]
[2]
[3]

[4]
[5]

System
s
and
techniq
ues
0.36

evaluatio
n
and
feedback
0.13

employee
s
0.16

0.13

0.2

0.38

0.18

0.197

0.025

0.2

0.19

0.43

0.175

[11]

0.84

0.61

0.43

0.56

0.666

[12]

Alternativ
e
CMMI
Six Sigma

Also, quality goals are determined and based on quality goals,
the quantity goals will determine to reach the trade goals. In
other words, organization’s perspective and business goals
must be signaled and its results must echo through
organization.

[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]

[13]

IX. DEDUCTION
Considering the calculated information analysis, this is
denoted that the capacity mature unified model with six sigma
and swift production technique with importance
coefficient=66.6% is priority for providing quality. As we can
consider the represented model as a functional model and use
it for unifying quality techniques. On the other hand,
importance coefficients of each factor and following that the
importance coefficients of sub factors were determined as
whether this quantity is more, this means that factor or sub
factor is in higher priority and should be concentrated more.
So, organizing factor and evaluation and feedback factor with
importance coefficient=36% have the most effect on quality
factors. The most important factor in organizations
perspective that is discussed in organizing factors, is senior
management warranty. As without senior manager support,
project will fail. On the other hand, most important option that
is discussed in evaluation and feedback factor, is function
factor. The reason is that in all steps, support, control and
surveillance operation is performed and then the defects of
product and process will determined can help solving defects
and improving products. Also, in employees factor with
importance coefficient=16%, employees training and facing
the changes and informing employees are considered as
organization and group work goals. Systems and techniques
with importance coefficient=13%, has prioritized the
concentration on customer’s idea and use the feedback
quantity that is transport from customer to organization for
improving product. The production design is also based on
swift production and canonical the process based on the
schematization to decrease the errors in designing. As based
on this research, some cases are suggested:
In all steps, we use the support and control step for
analyzing victory reasons, failing reasons, analyzing
solutions, assuring quality, and configuration management.
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